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RICHARD C. CHURCHILL 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider a flow on .Rs admitting a hyperbolic periodic orbit S. If B is a 
small torus-like neighborhood of S, then any orbit which stays inside 49 for 
a long period of time must spiral around the center of B many times, This 
“spiraling effect” is crucial in the investigation of homoclinic orbits initiated 
by Poincar6 arrd Birkhoff, and continued more recently by Smale Elb]. The 
phenomenon is also central in the work of Sitnikov on a modified restricted 
three-body problem [lS] (Sitnikov’s work has been related to the homoclinic 
point theory of Poincare by Alekseev {2]>, and to Conley’s work on the 
~oho~olo~ of asymptotic sets ‘[S]. Additional examples of how the s~ira~~~~ 
of orbits yields information are found in [6, 7, 9, 121. 
This paper is concerned with the spiraling effect in the absence of 
smoothness. From an intuitive point of view, and in terms of the torus and 
periodic orbit of the previous paragraph, our main result (Thearem t;.l> 
simply states that any arc on the boundary of B which is pulled into B by 
the flow and later rejected must be stretched and spiraled in the interim, and 
the closer this arc is to the stable manifold of S, the more this will happen. 
But the result is stated algebr~c~~y, for as was realized by Co&y [8], it is 
in this context that .the resulting applications to asymptotic orbits and 
homoclinic points are most easiiy seen. Several such applications are provided 
in the final section. 
~~per~olicit~ and periodic&y are not really essential. -&I1 one needs is ari 
invariant set which is “isolated” from other such sets, and on which is defined 
a multivalued function which increases indefinitely along orbits, as does the 
angular variable 0 on the unit circle .S of the complex plane. In a natural way, 
such a. function-represents nontrivial cohomology on the invariant set, and 
also on the asymptotic set. Such functions also arise in connection with the 
existence’ of a so-called “surface of section” for the flow [4, p. 1441. Indeed, 
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by using a theorem of Schwartzman [14], we show that the theory we develop 
is closely related to the existence of such sets. 
Our work may be regarded as a generalization of that of Conley [8], where 
smoothness is assumed and the isomorphism between the Tech and de F&am 
theories is used. In place of differential forms we use modified Alexander- 
Spanier cochains which we introduce in Section 1, and in place of real 
coefficients we use any Archimedean ring, e.g. the rationals or integers. 
The early sections of the paper are concerned with developing an integration 
theory for our cochains, analogous to the integration of differential forms. 
Next we explain the meaning of “carrying” a cochain class and show that 
this is a stable phenomenon. Isolated invariant sets are then introduced; 
these are the sets whose asymptotic and homoclinic orbits we will study. 
Such invariant sets can always be realized as maximal invariant sets inside 
“isolating blocks,” and the cohomology of the invariant set can be quite 
easily related to that of special subsets of the surrounding block. An expository 
treatment of this relationship is found in Section 5; proofs are given in [5]. 
In Section 6 the main theorem and corollaries are presented, and in Section 7 
it is shown that our results apply to almost periodic orbits. In Section 8 
we show, following Schwartzman, that “carrying” a cochain class is equivalent 
to admitting a surface of section, and in Section 9 we offer a section of 
examples. 
Several comments on notation: X always denotes a compact metric space, 
with metric d, and R the reals. If A C X we write cl(A), int(A), and 8A for 
the closure, interior, and boundary of A, respectively. W will be an ordered 
commutative ring, with W+ the set of positive elements. We always assume 
that W has an identity 1 = 19, and that 0% # 18. In Sections 3-9, 9 is 
assumed to be Archimedean, i.e., if p1 , p2 E W, p1 < pz , then np, = 
Pl + *** + pl (n times) >p2 for sufficiently large n. Lastly, it t E R, [t] 
denotes the greatest integer in t. 
1. THE COHOMOLOGY THEORY 
The usual Alexander-Spanier cohomology theory is constructed with 
functions from the various q-fold products of a space into a fixed commu- 
tative ring [17]. Our theory differs only in that we insist that this ring be 
ordered, and that the functions considered be “bounded.” 
Let V be any set. A function a: V + W is bounded if there is an element 
MEW+, called a bound for 01, such that 1 a(v)] < M for all v E V. If 
p+1 = v x y x *.- x V (9 + 1 times, q > 0), then the set of all bounded 
functions ol: VC+~-+ W, with addition and scalar multiplication defined 
componentwise, is an s-module C’=‘(Y). We define a coboundary homo- 
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morphism 6: G(V) -+ C@+l( V) as follows: if (Y E G(V), then Sar E Cq+r(V) 
is given by the formula 
q+1 
Sa(w, )...) w,+J = c (- l)i a(wo ).'.) 8& )...) wq+l), 
i=O 
where (u, ,..., zlq+r) E V’J+~, and (v. ,..., ai ,..., z)~+~) denotes the (Q + I)-tuple 
uq+r). We see that SS = 0 and, hence, that C*(V) = 
@iijy$ir r22&ain complex over 9’. 
Now assume that V is a subset of X. A function OL E C@(V) is locally zero 
if there is a neighborhood of the diagonal of V on which 01 vanishes (the 
diagonal of I/ is ((w,..., V) E Vg+r : o E V}). The locally zero functions form 
an &%submodule Coq( I’) of C*(V), and we can easily check that if OL E Co*(V), 
then SOL E C:+“(V). Thus, C,*(V) = (C,“(V), 6) is a cochain subcomplex of 
C*(V). The quotient cochain complex of C*(Y) by C,*(V) is denoted C*(V), 
and the cohomology module of C*(V) of degree 4 is denoted by H*(V) = 
Hq( fi Lq. 
For any topological space Y and any continuous map g: X + Y, there is 
an induced cochain map g#: C*(Y) + C*(X), defined by the formula 
k+v~(~o Y---P 4 = d&Ob~ ‘&a 
where 9 E 0(Y), (x0 ,..., xq) E X q+l. It is easily seen that g+$ f Cog(X), 
whenever cp f Cog(Y), and, hence, g+ induces a cochain map g#: C*(Y) --+ 
c*(x)* 
If i: I’ --+ X is inclusion, then i#: C*(X) -+ C*(V) is an epimorphism. 
As a consequence, C*(X; V) = ker(i+) is a cochain subcomplex of C*(X). 
The relative g-module Hq(X, V) = Hq(X, c 8) is defined to be the 
cohomology module of C*(X, V) of degree q. 
Let (Y, W) be a topological pair, and let g: (X, W) -+ (Y, IV) be continuous. 
Then g*p E 0(X, V), whenever Q” E Cq(Y, IV). It follows that g induces a 
homomorphism g*: H*(Y, W) + H*(X, V), which we take to be the 
induced map of our cohomology theory. 
By following the exposition of [Is] covering the usu.al Alexander-Spanier 
theory, we can verify all but one of the Eilenberg-Steenrod for our theory 
and, in fact, prove continuity. The exception is the homotopy axiom, which 
we will see in Section 6 is false for arbitrary pairs. Fortunately, it is true for 
compact pairs, and a proof can be constructed from the analogous proof 
in [17]. 
By considering a bounded function a: Xq+l-+ W among all such functions, 
we obtain a homomorphism from our theory into the usual Alexander- 
Spanier theory which is an isomorphism when X is a one-point space. 
It follows [18, Theorem 8, p. 3191 that for compact pairs in X our theory is 
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identical with the usual Alexander-Spanier theory and, hence, with the usual 
Tech theory [IX, Corollary 8, p. 3341. 
Again V C X. A bounded function 01: V x V + L3? represents a cocycle 
(on V) if Sa: is locally zero. In this case the cochain class [a]o actually 
is a cocycle; we represent the cohomology class of [a]o by [alH. If 
0 = [alrr E HI(V), then a: represents a coboundary. This can happen if and 
only if there is a bounded function 8: V--f W such that Sp - a! is locally 
zero. When this is the case we write S/3 m 01. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose 01 represents a coboundary on some continuum 
KC X, and that a’ E [ulc EC?(K). If p, /3’: K -+ W are such that @I w 01, 
S/3’ M a’, then /3 - j3’ is a constant. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that S/3 - S/3’ = S(B - p’) is locally zero 
on K, this means that ,8 - /3’ is constant on small open subsets of K. We can 
cover K with finitely many such sets, and since K is a continuum we can 
construct a simple chain of these sets between any two points of K. From 
this the result is clear. Q.E.D. 
Let K and a~: K x K -+ 9! be as in Proposition 1.1, and let S/3 = 01. For 
x, y E K define 1,(x, y) = p(y) - ,8(x). By the proposition, l&(x, y) depends 
only on [ale . 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose for each T E 92+ there is a continuum K, C V 
with the following two properties: (a) 01 1 K, x K, represents a coboundary and 
(b) there are points x, ,yT E K, such that 1 &(x7, y7)j > T. Then 
0 # [4H E WV). 
Proof. If sp w 01, where /3: V--j a’, and if MEW+ is a bound for p, 
then I 4h, , Y,>I = I B(yJ - P(4I < 2M for all 7. Q.E.D. 
2. INTEGRATION ALONG CURVES 
Throughout this section D C X will be closed, and 01: D x D -+ 9 will 
represent a cocycle. For any p E D an open ball about p will mean a set of the 
form {q E D; d(p, q) < S> for some 6 > 0. By a curve in D we mean a con- 
tinuous function y: [a, b] -+ D, where , b E R, a < 6. 
For any p E D choose a sequence S, 3 cl(&) > S, 3 cl(S,) 3 ... of open 
balls about p such that &z, Si = {p}. Then lim,,, H?(cl(SJ) = 
Hl({p}) = 0, and it follows that [ 01 *, ] considered as a cohomology class in 
Hl(cl(&)), must be zero for sufficiently large i. Thus, we can choose an open 
ball S, about p and a bounded function ,8, : cl(S,) -+ W such that S/3, m a 
(i.e. S/3, M a j cl&) x CqS,)). c over D with finitely many such open bails 
C%L , and let WL be the corresponding bounded functions. 
Let y: [a, b] -+ D be a curve in I), and choose a partition 
Notice that if y([a, b]) C SiO 7 then l&y) = I&y(a), y(b)). 
I,(y) is actually ~depende~t of the partition used to define it. ‘PO see this, 
refine the foregoing partition by adding one point t’, say tj < t’ < ~+.r, 
and assume that y([~~ , t’]) C Sfj , y([~‘, tj,& C SF$ . If we use this partition 
to de&e l&(y), then the term ~~~(y(~~+~)~ - ~~(y(~~)~ in the sum de&&g 
J&4 is repla=d by ~~~(~(~j~~)) - P;JrW -t EJrff’N - ~~~t~(~j)). ~?rom 
Proposition 1.1 this is seen to equal 
so that we would obtain the same vafue for J&y) by using this refinement, 
Our claim readily follows from this fact. 
Proof. Let (Y-I E [ ] 01 o, and choose open balls {S,‘>& and functions 
&‘: cl(Si’) -+ W such that OI’ M S/I<‘, i = l,,.., .’ (for the Gst statement of 
the lemma choose CS’ = GZ). Now choose a pa~ition 
from which both I&) and &(y) can be defined, i.e., for 0 < j < k - 2, 
y([tj , &J) C S,. f? S& , where 1 < ij < ?2, 1 < ij’ < ?2’. From Proposition 
1.1 we have th& 
and this proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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We set sY [oI]~ = 1,(y). By the lemma, this depends only on the class 
[a]c. Note that if 0 E 9 we have 
Also, if y is a constant map, then 
s y [“lc = 0. (2.3) 
Finally, if y’: [6, c] + D is a second curve, with y’(6) = y(b), and if 
(y + 7’) : [a, c] --+ D is defined by 
then 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that for each G- E W+ there is a curve y in D 
such that j JY [ale / > 7. Then 0 # [oI]~ E Hi(D). 
PYOOf. If CJ! % S/3 for some bounded function 8: D -+ 9, then for all 
curves y we have j s,, [a]c / < 2M, where M E Wf is a bound for ,& Q.E.D. 
It will be useful to know how sV [ 01 c varies with y. To this end, choose a ] 
cover (S,}~z”,l of D by open balls such that ol / cl(SJ x cl(&) M @ , 
i = I,..., n. Let M = 4 max(ll&}, where Mi E W+ is a bound for pi. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If y: [a, b] -+ D is any curve, there exists a neighborhood 
of y in the compact-open topology on continuous functions sending [a, b] into D 
such that if y’ is in this neighborhood, 
Proof. Choose a partition {a = t,, < tl < ... < t, = 6) of [a, b] such 
that for 0 < j < K - 1, y([tj , tj+J) C Si3 , and for j = I ,..., K - 1 choose 
a neighborhood Vj C Sij n Sij-, of y(t,) such that fiij - pi,-, is constant on 
Vj . Let V, = Si, , and V, = Si,-, . 
Now choose y’: [u, b] -+ D such that y’([$ , tj+J) C Sij for 0 < j < K - 1, 
and y’($) C Vj , j = 0 ,..., k. If we let 
un Y’> 
= L(Y) + Pi,-,(r’(td> - PieJYM) - UY’) + &&Y(t!l)) - /%,(Y’@o>>> 
then the result follows if we can show that this number is zero. 
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from which it follows that I&, 7’) = Ia(7G-1~, 7c+ly’), where forj = I,..., k - 1 
we are letting I&n jr’) - I&r) + iA,-,(r’(t& - B8j,_,(r(GN - .&(A + 
/3&(t0)) -- /3&‘(t0)). Repeating the argument R - I times we obtain 
I&r, Y’) = 4&Y, IY’) = Piob&N -- i3&@o)) 
and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
3. SETS WHICH CARRY COHQMOL~GY 
For the remainder of the paper we assume that our ring 9 is Archimedean, 
e.g., the integers or the rationals. 
A jlow (or dynavnical system) on X is a continuous map fi X x R + X 
suchthatforallpEXands,tEIilwehavep.O=pandp*(s+t)= 
(p * s) * t, where p * t is an abbreviation forf(p, t). As a general reference for 
flows, see [3] or [lo]. Throughout the remainder of the paper we assume 
that f is a flow on X. 
If A C X, J C R, we write A . J for f (A x J). A set I C X is invariant 
(w.r.t. f) if I * R = I. The simplest example of an invariant set is the orbit 
U(p) = p . R of a point p E X. A second example is the a-&&t sti of B(p), 
defined as &J,(p) = &,,, cl(p . (--cc, t]). Similarly, there is the w-limit 
set of e(p), dcfincd as U”(p) = &,a cl(p . [t, co)). 
Throughout this section D C X will be a closed set, and a: D x D -+ B 
will represent a cocycle. Further, as in Section 2, {S&, will be a cover of D, 
and Is,: S, --f kZ will be bounded and such that 011 Si x Si m S,$ . 
D is said to carry [ale ECI(D) (w.r.t. f) if there is a p ~6% and a T > 0 
such thktt 
s ll.[o,t] [42 > p, (1) 
505/13/3-9 
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wheneverpED,t>T,andp.[O,t]CD.If(l)holdsandol’:DxD~~ 
is such that [ol’], = [oI]~ E W(D), then D also carries [oI’]~. Indeed, the 
assumption is such that there must be a bounded /3: D -+ 9 with the property 
that S/3 w 01- a’. But then if M is a bound for ,6 we have 
so that if we choose n so large that np - 2M > p, then for t > (nT) we have 
js.[o,t~ [a’lc > p. We say that D carries the cohomology class [oI]~ E H1(D) if D 
carries [a’lc for some (and, hence, any) [&jc E [01]~ . D carries its 96cohomology 
if D carries either [ol’lH or -[oI’]~ for every 0 # [oI’]~ E Hi(D). 
Note that our conditions for carrying a cochain may be vacuously satisfied. 
That is, we may be able to choose T > 0 so large that p * [0, T] @D for all 
p E D. This cannot happen if D contains or is an invariant set, and such D 
will be our main concern. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose there is a p E D such that p . [0, co) C D, and 
suppose that D carries [mlH. Then 0 # [~l]~ E W(D). 
Proof. There must be a p E%+ and a T > 0 such that JV.[o,tl [ollc > np, 
whenever t > nT, R = 1,2,.. . . Since 9Z is Archimedean, np will eventually 
be larger than any preassigned element of 9% Now apply Proposition 2.5. 
Q.E.D. 
We now give some easy examples of sets which carry cohomology. An 
orbit 0(p) off is said to be periodic if 0’(p) f {p}, but if there is a t > 0 such 
that p * t = p. The smallest such t > 0 is the period of 0(p). For 
a periodic orbit O(p) of period to set S, = p * (-(l/4) to , (l/4) t,,), 
S, = P . ((l/8) to 9 (5/8) toI> and S’s = p . ((3/S) to, (7/S) to). Next, define 
/3, : S, + W by 
Pl(4 = 1; 1; 
if x Ep * [0, $to) 
if x Ep f (-at, , 0), 
and let ,f$ : Si -+ 9 be the zero map, i = 2,3. If E > 0 is the Lebesgue 
number of the cover {&}:==, of S(p), set 
4% Y> = I Pi(Y) - Bib”> if d(x, y) < E, x, y E Si , i = 1, 2, 0 if d(x, y) > E. 
Then one easily checks that 01: 0(p) x B(p) -+ 8 is well defined and 
represents a coboundary. Moreover, 
s , 9.[o t,r4c = C~/toJl * 1@ > 
so that O(p) carries [oI]~ . 
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This construction is easily generalized to cover invariant sets which 
admit surfaces of section (see Section 8). Unfortunately, it singles out only 
one cohomology class which is carried; whereas, there may be many others. 
When more information is available as to the nature of the invariant set, 
alternate constructions can sometimes yield better results. 
As a simple illustration, suppose XC R2 and D = Sr = (eis; B E R). 
Mimicking the foregoing construction, this time with no reference to the 
flow, we let 
s1 = (@; - U/4b < 0 < t1/4)& 
and 
S, = (eie; (l/Q < 0 < (9/S),), 
s, = (496; (7/8)v < e c (15/Q+ 
Next we define fll : S, -+ 9 by 
1 = l@ 
Me”“) = o = o, 1 
if 0 < B < (1/4)~ 
if --(1/4)n < 19 < 0, 
and let pi : Si -+ 9 be the zero map, i = 2, 3. cy, is then defined as before, 
but for a periodic orbit 0(p) = D with period to we now have 
with the “+ ” being used if the flow is counterclockwise on D and the “-” 
if it is clockwise. In other words, D = s1 carries [ollH or --[a& depending 
on the “orientation” of the flow. 
For the next example we assume the reader is familiar with the way in 
which a differential equation on Rn which is periodic in each variable gives 
rise to a flow on the n-torus T”, and how a constant vector field on 9 
“generates” a flow on that set. See [lo, Chapter l] as a general reference. 
Let 2% denote the set of vectors in R" with integer components. A vector 
w E R” is irrational if v E Z* and (v, w> = 0 implies z1 = 0. Here ( , > 
denotes the usual inner product. An irrationaZ$ow on T” is a flow generated 
by an equation 1 = w on R”, where w is irrational. If f is such a flow, and if 
w = (WI )..., We), then for i = l,..., n let f+ be the flow on S1 generated by 
& = wi . Regarding P = 9 x *a. x S, for 
x = (Xl ,*-*> GJ, Y = (~1 ,-.., YJ E T” 
define oli(x, y) = c& , yi), i = l,..., E, where a: S x 9 -+ 2 is as in the 
previous example. Then for p E Tn we have 
showing that T” carries [Al& or -[a& according as wi > o or wi < 0. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose I3 E 9Z’f. Then D carries [oI]~ ;f and only ;f D 
carries Lea-j, . 
Proof. If D carries [SoL]c , then there is a p E 9?!+ and a T > 0 such that 
0 J9.[o,tl [a]o > p, whenever p E D, t > T, and p * [0, t] CD. If we choose 
n so large that np > 0, we then have jS.lo,tl [ale > 1, whenever t > (nX) 
andp . [0, t] CD. Thus, D carries [o$ . The converse is easy. Q.E.D. 
Denote the integers and rational by 2 and Q, respectively. 
COROLLARY 3.3. A periodic orbit carries its R, Q, and Z-cohomologies. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f be an irrational $0~ on Tn. Then T” carries its Z 
and Q-cohomologies w.r.t. f. 
Proof. Let 01~ : T* x Xn -+ W, i = l,..., n, be as in the paragraph 
preceding Proposition 3.2, and note that for all t E R we have t - 1 I< [It] < 
t + 1. If w = (WI ,...) w,) is the irrational vector associated with f, and if 
q1 ,..., qn ~9 are not all zero, then 
But since w is irrational we have CF=, qiwi # 0, and suppose in fact that this 
sum is positive. Then 
from which we see that T* carries CT==, [qi&. If Cy=, qiwi < 0, a similar 
calculation shows that X” carries --Cy=, [qic& . Q.E.D. 
It will be useful to know that integrals of [oI]~ cannot grow too quickly 
along orbits, even when this class is carried. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let I C int(D) be closed and invariant, and let t, > 0. 
Then there is an open neighborhood UC D of I and a K E W+ s?cctz that for all 
p E U and all t E [0, t,], 
I -r,.l,.I,[alc I < K* 
Proof. First, observe that for each p ED there is an M, E 98 such that 
I JlAo,tl [u]~ / < M, for all t E [0, t,,]. But then from Proposition 2.6 there 
is a neighborhood U, C D of p such that / &J~,~J [ale 1 < M + Mg for all 
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q E U, and t E [0, to], where M is a bound for 4,& , i = l,,.., n. If we let 
{UP& be a cover of I and U = u UPi , then for any p E I/’ and any 
0 < t < to we have 
Finally, we give a useful criterion for determining when [cz]fi- is carried 
by an invariant set. 
PRQPOS~TION 3.6. Let 6 E 5W be co&ant, and let I C int(D) be closed and 
invariaat. Suppose that for each p E I there is a t, > 0 .w& that 
fz.[o,t,l [ale > 6. Then I carries [oilH. 
Proof. Let M G&P- be a bound for 4/S;, i = l,..., n. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that S > 2M. By Proposition 2.6, for each p EI 
there is an open neighborhood 72, CD of p such that if q E i7, ) then 
JB.[s,q [a]e > M. Let {UPi},“=, cover 1, and let to = rnax(t,J~=a .
Next, from the previous proposition we can choose a KE@+ such that 
1 {9.[0,t~ [a]~ 1 < K whenever p E I and 0 < t < 1. It follows that for any 
t E [O, 00) we have j’p.~o,tl [a& > -K[t + I]. 
NOW fix p e I, say p E UP6 , and choose t > to S Then p . [O, t} = 
p . [O, t,A + y(l). We have 
Now write y(l) = p’ . [0, tPJ + y(s), where p’ = p * ted e UP, , and continue 
until ych) C q . [0, tO] for some q up * [0, co). We then have 
from which we see that I carries [ale. 
4. STABILITY 
Q.E.D. 
For this section we make the following assumptions. I is art invariant set, 
not necessarily closed, D is a closed set such that .7C int(D), and 
C-G: D x D ---f 9 represents a cocycle. {S,>L1 will be a cover of cl(1} by open 
balls contained in D, and for i = l,..., n pi : cl(&) --+ W will be such that 
DE w S/3$ . ME G%‘f will be a bound for 4/3, , i = l,..., n. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If I carries [ale, then so does cl(I). 
Proof. By assumption there is a p E 9+ and a T > 0 such that if p E I 
and t > T, then J” 9.[o,t~ [ale > p + M. From Proposition 2.6 we conclude 
that if q E cl@), t > T and q * [O, t] C cl(l), then Jg.[o,tl [a!]c > p. Q.E.D. 
Now let F be the collection of all flows on X, endowed with the compact- 
open topology. If f’ E F, A C X, and JC R, we write A: J for f’(A x J). 
THEOREM 4.2. If I carries [ale w.r.t. f, then there is a neighborhood 
WC int(D) of cl(l) an d a neighborhood @ C F off such that if f' E CD, then W 
carries [ale w.r.t. f ‘. 
In particular, some neigiclborhood of I carries [L& w.r.t. f. 
Proof. Using the previous proposition we may assume that cl(J) carries 
[a]c. Thus, there is a p E %7+ and a T > 0 such that for p E cl(l) and t > T 
we have j21.[0,tl [ale > p + M. By Proposition 2.6 and a simple compactness 
argument we can choose an open neighborhood W, CD of p and an open 
neighborhood @, C F off such that if q E W, and f’ E F, then 
In particular, Jp.[O,Btij [ale > p. Let (W9,>:=1 cover cl(I), let W = U Wp, , 
and let @ = n QBi . 
Now choose q E Wand f’ E @, and let t > 2T be such that q : [0, t] C W. 
Write q : [0, t] = q : [0,2T] + (q : 2T) : [0, tl]. Then 
Similarly, write (q : 2T) : [0, tl] = (q : 2T) : [0, 2T] + (q : 4T) : [0, t,], etc. 
After finitely many steps we obtain t, E [0, 2T]. If we choose K E B+ such 
that j J”B.[o,t,] [a]o 1 < K for all p E cl(I) and all t’ E [0, 2T] (see Proposition 
3.5), then we find that &:[o,t~ [a]o > hp - K - M, from which we see that 
W carries [a]c w.r.t. f ‘. Q.E.D. 
5. ISOLATING BLOCKS 
ForanyZCXandanyS>Odefineamap~,:Z~(---6,6)+X by 
&p, t) = p . t, where p E X, 1 t 1 < 6. .Z is a local section (w.r.t. f) if qs is 
a homeomorphism with open range. If this is the case, then .Z * (-8,s) is 
a collar of Z: 
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Let .&‘+, Z- be two local sections (.Z+ or G = @ is not excluded) with 
disjoint closures, and let Z+ * (-8, S), Z- + (-8, 6) be disjoint collars of 
these two sets. A closed set B C X is an ~~01~~~ block (w.r.t. f), or simply 
a block, ti& associated local sections C+ and z”, if: 
(a) {cl(23) - 2.3) II B = $3 ;
(b) ,JP-~(--6,6)nB =(.Z’+nB)-[O,B)md 
27 * (-8, S) n 3 = (2- h 3) = (-6, Q]; and 
(c) for each p E B - (zli- w ,Z’-) there are real numbers 6x < 0 < 6% 
suchthatp.E1E~~,p*E2~~-,andp.[Ez,E,]CaB. 
As an example let B be the unit square ((2, y) : 0 < X, y < I> in the plane, 
with f the Aow generated by a? = 0, 9 = - 1. Here we cauld take 
x+ = ((x, y) : - 1 < x < 2, y .= 11, X- = {(x, y) : --I < x < 2, y = O>. 
For the rest of the paper B will always denote a block. blather, we will 
always let b*=Zki?B, A+=(~EB:~*[Q,~~)CB~, A-=f~p33: 
$*(-as,e)JCB), A =A + u A-, and a* = A* n b*. Ail these sets de 
closed. Notice that S = S(B) = A+ n A- is a closed invariant set m iotas), 
and in fact contains all the invariant sets inside B. We say that B ~~~~~e~ 8, 
Blocks enable one to relate the tech cohomology of S with that of the 
orbits asymptotic to S. Specifically, with each block 3 there is the associated 
d~a~~a~ of 3, 
(all Tech groups) where all the vertical maps are inclusion i.nduced, i* is an 
isomorphism, and the top and bottom rows are exact. Further, K,* and 4% 
are inclusion induced, and the diagram commutes. 
An invariant set is &&t~d if it is the maximal invariant set in the interior 
of some neighborhood of itself. Notice that such a set must be closed. ff B 
is a. block, then S = S(B) is such a set. In fact, we have 
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that S carries [cY’]~ E H?(S). Then there is a block B C int(N) isolating S and 
a cocycle representative x B x B --f W such that: (a) [a 1 S x S], = 
[cx’]~ E W(S) and 
(b) B carries [ale E G(B) w.r.t. all fiws f’ sujGiently close to f. 
The theorem does not assert that B is a block w.r.t. these nearbyf’. 
Proof. First note that if N’ C N is closed and SC int(N’), then N’ is 
also an isolating neighborhood of S. Thus, the continuity of our cohomology 
theory guarantees that there is an isolating neighborhood (w.1.o.g.) N of S 
and a cocycle representative oi’: N x N -+ B such that [a” / S x S], = 
[&jH E H!(S). By Theorem 4.2 there is a neighborhood WC cl(W) C N of 
S such that W carries [LY.“]~ w.r.t. all flows sufficiently close to f. By the 
previous theorem we can find a block B C W which isolates S. If we let 
01 = CI” 1 B x B, then (a) and (b) hold. Q.E.D. 
Our main results concern blocks with reasonably nice boundaries. Let B 
be a block, a’ a closed subset of a+, and K a connected relatively closed 
subset of b+ - a+. We say that cl(K) is a continuum abutting on a’, or simply 
that cl(K) abuts on a’, if cl(K) C bf and cl(K) n a+ = cl(K) n a’ = @. 
We need some preliminary results on blocks which admit continua abutting 
on subsets of a+. In Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 we let a’ and K be as in the previous 
paragraph. The topology will be rel aB. First a standard result from 
elementary topology. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let M be a Hausdorfl continuum, and let N be a component 
of an open subset V C M. Then cl(N) n aV # @. 
LEMMA 5.4. Within any open neighborhood of a’ there is a continuum 
cl(K’) C cl(K) abutting on a’ such that cl(K’) n 8 W = o . 
Proof. Choose a neighborhood W’ C cl( IV’) C W of a’ and choose a 
component K” of cl(K) n IV’ which contains a point of a’. By Lemma 5.3 
there is ap E cl@?‘) n al&“. If K’ is that component of c&K”) - a+ containing 
p, then a second application of Lemma 5.3 shows that cl(K’) abuts on a’, 
and since cl(K) C cl( W’) C W, we see that cl(K) n i? W = @ . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.5. Fm K’ as in the previous lemma, there is a sequence 
{P~}:=~ C K’ converging to a point p E a’ such that for each n > 0, p, and p, 
lie on a continuum K, C K’. Further, these K, may be chosen so that KI C X2 C 
K3 C ... . 
Proof. Choose any p, E K’, and let V, r) d( V,) r) V, 1 cl( V,) r) *.- be 
such that n Vi = a’, p, $ d( VI), and Vi is open, i = 1,2,... . If K,’ is that 
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component of K’ - d( V,) containing$+, , then from Lemma 5.3 we conclude 
that K, = cl(K,‘) contains a point p, of cl(V,). Obviously (p,> has a limit 
point p E a’, and by choosing a subsequence if necessary we may assume that 
p,-+p.ItiscIearthatK,CK,C~~*. Q.E.D. 
Two remarks are in order. First, in the notation of our lemmas, observe 
that if cl(K) is an arc, say the homeomorphic image of [O, 11, and if K is the 
homeomorphic image of [0, l), then the sequence (K,) of continua in our 
last lemma may be chosen as a sequence of arcs, with pa and p, the endpoints 
of K, . Second, note that a local section for a flow in En is locally arcwise 
connected. It follows that if X is a manifold, B C X a block, and a’ an 
isolated component of a+, then there is a continuum abutting on a’. 
If 3 is a block and p E B, we let O(p, B) be that component of O(p) C 3 
which contains p. Often this is an arc, in which case we parameterize using 
the time variable t. If KC B, #(K, B) = u Iln(p, B), where the union is 
taken over all p E K. 
Again B is a block, but now let p E: B - A-, and define 
0+(p) = inf(t < 0 : p . [t, 0] n b+ = m> if p $ b+, 
c*(p) = 0 if p E bf. Then o +: B - A- + (-co, O] is continuous. Similarly, 
forpeB-A+define~-(p)=sup{t~O:p~[O,~]~b-=~)ifp~6-, 
u-(p) = 0 if p E b-. (r-: B - A+ -+ [O, 03) is also continuous, Using the 
function G+, it is an easy matter to prove the following statement. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If KC b+ - a+, then K is a strong deformation retwxt 
of Q(K B). 
Continuing from the previous paragraph, choose p E b+ - a+ and set 
n(p) = p . o-(p). Then V: b+ - u+ + b- - a- is a homeomorphism 
between these two spaces. This map will be used extensively in the next 
section. 
6. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section l3 will be an isolating block, and ol: B x B -+ W will 
represent a cocycle, 
THEO= 6.1. Suppose B carries [kjH E H?(B), that thee is a continuwm 
cl(K) abutting on come closed subset a’ of a+, and that 01 j K x R represents 
a coboundary. Then for any r E .G%?+ and any opera (rel b+) weighborhood W of 
a’ there is a continuum K, C n( W n K) such that: (a) a / K, x K, represerzts 
a coboundary and 
(b) there are points a7 , b, E K, such that &(a,, b7) > T. 
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Proof. Choose K’ as in Lemma 5.4, ancl{p,}~~O and (K,),“=, as in Lemma 
5.5. Because cx j K x K represents a coboundary there must be a bounded 
function /3: K -+ 93 such that 011 K x K NN S/3. Further, 01 represents a 
coboundary on K, for all n, and by Proposition 5.6 it must also represent a 
coboundary on K,’ = 8(K, , B). For these n we let Pn : K,’ -+ 9 be such 
that 01 1 K,’ x K,’ R+ SP, . If qn = rr(p,), then 
0 = Bn(Pn) - Bn(Po) +M&J - Pn(P?J + P&oi,> - Bn(4n) 
+ PTdPo) - B&0) = UP0 3 PA + j.& $& (1) nx 
- a70 9 4n) - J-& 03 =) [de > 
where I&p, , pn) is defined on the continuum cl(K’), IJq,, , pm) is defined on 
the continuum m-(KG), and the arcs O(p,, , B) and U(pn, B) are parameterized 
by the time-variable t. Since r(K,) C K,‘, we see that (a) holds if we choose 
K, from the sequence {r(K,)}, which we will do. Now let R -+ cc in (I), 
and let M be a bound for /3. Then I&(pO , pn)/ < 2Mfor all n, and lo(a?,,B) [ol]o 
remains constant. However, [ ( e *,,,n) [~]c increases without bound, since B 
carries [a!lH, and this gives (b). Q.E.D. 
We are tempted to prove Theorem 6.1 by using the homotopy 
axiom in conjunction with Proposition 5.6 to obtain a bounded function 
,Y: O(K, B) -+ 99 such that S/3’ NN a 1 0(X, B) x Q(K, B). This would 
eliminate the introduction of the K, and /3n . Unfortunately, it would also 
imply that 1 &I(~ B) bk / < 2M f or all n, where M is any bound for /3’, in 
direct contradiction to the assumption that B carries [a]c. We conclude 
that the homotopy axiom is in fact not valid in this instance (K is not compact), 
and we are forced to approximate O(K, B) by the compact sets O(K, , B) 
in order to prove the theorem. 
We remark that Theorem 6.1 and the corollaries to follow can easily be 
generalized to structures more general than isolating blocks. Indeed, as far 
as blocks are concerned, all that is needed for the proofs is the existence of 
two local sections (Z+ and Z-), a tube of orbit segments between these 
(U(b+ - a+, B)), and a strong deformation retraction of this tube onto one 
of these sections, defined by pushing points along the orbits in this tube 
(Proposition 5.6). Thus, with the appropriate analogs of a+, abutting continua, 
etc., we can extend Theorem 6.1 to cover any structure having these three 
properties. It is easy to construct examples of such sets which are not isolating 
blocks. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let V C b- be such that there is an open (rel b+) neighbor- 
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hood W of a’ with rr(W n K) C V. Then [E]~ 6 ker i*: H’(B) + H’(Y), 
where i: V + B is the inclusion map. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 1.2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let a” C b- be the inverse limit of closed sets V C b- 
satisfying the conditions of Corollary 6.2. Then [E]~ Q$ ker i*: HI(B) -+ W(d), 
where i: an -+ B is the inclusion map. 
Proof. Our cohomology theory is continuous. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let V C b- be as in Corollary 6.2, and assume there is a 
set L C V such that 0 = [01]~ E H1( V - IL). Then K, n L # o for su.cientt’y 
large 7, where K, is as in Theorem 6.1. 
Proof. By hypothesis there is a p: V -L --+ S? such that 
al(V-L) x (V-L) W sp. 
Zf K, n L is always empty, then we must have j IJa,. , b,)j < 2M for all 7, 
where M is a bound for j$ and this contradicts (b) of our theorem. Q.E.D. 
7. APPLICATION TO ALMOST PERIODIC ORBITS 
A subset MC R is relatively dense if there is a number L > 0 such that 
for any open interval I C R of length L, In M # @. An orbit O(p) off is 
almost periodic if for every E > 0 there is a relatively dense set MC R such 
that d(p . t, p * (t + s)) < E for all s E M and t E R, where d denotes the 
metric on X. Throughout this section we let U(p) be such an orbit. Our aim 
is to show that cl(O(p)) carries cohomology, and to do this we will rely 
heavily on the fact that cl( O( p)) is a compact connected Abelian group [la 
Theorem 8.16, p. 3941. The following result will also play a crucial role. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let G be a second countable compact connected n-dimensional 
Abe&an group, n < 00. Tha G is the inverse limit of n-tori. More precisely, 
there is an inverse system (T+ , g,j) of n-dimensional tori, indexed by th.e positive 
integers, such that G = lim,(T,), and such that each Ti is a factor group of G. 
The homomorphisms g(, j < i, are such that the diagram 
“i G - Ti 
commutes, where ri and rj aye the canonical projections. 
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Proof. This can be seen from the proof of Theorem 5.5, [ll, pp. 213-2151, 
if we use the well known result that a compact connected Abelian Lie group 
is a torus. Q.E.D. 
For the remainder of the section we let G = cl(O(p)), and we assume that 
G is n-dimensional, n < co. Also, for i,j = I,2 ,..., j < i, we let Ti and gC 
be as in Lemma 7.1. 
LEMMA 7.2. For i = 1,2,.. ., vi(O) C Ti is a dense one-parametu subgroup. 
Further, thepe is an irrational jlow fi : Ti x R -+ Ti such that 
4 f (P, 9 = fib-i(P), t), 
forallp~QandalltER. 
(1) 
Proof. The first assertion is clear. For the second choose the tangent 
vector r of CT~(~) at the identity e of Ti . Then choose the vector v E E* such 
that fi(e, 0) = 7, where fi is the flow on Ti associated with the constant 
vector field R = v on Iin. Then (1) must hold (see [l, Theorem 2.6, p. 81). 
The denseness of ~~(0) forces z, to be irrational. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let 01: Tj x Tj -+ W represent a cocycle, and suppose that 
[cx]~ is carried by Tj w.r.t. fj . Then z-/+[z]~ is carried by G w.r.t. f, and gi#[a]c 
is carried by Ti w.r.t. fi . 
Proof. Both proofs being similar, we will be content to show that rj#[a]c 
is carried by G w.r.t. f. By Proposition 4.1 it suffices to show that 0 carries 
this cochain. Let 4 E 0 and t E [0, co), and suppose that (/3k}i=l are the 
functions used to define jVj(aj:[o,tl [cx]~ (here the : refers to the flowJ;). Then 
(/& o .rrj}Ll will suffice to define J” a.to,t~ rj”[ollc. But then we see that the 
values of these two “integrals” are equal, and the result follows. Q.E.D. 
From Lemma 7.1 we see that 
W(G) M lim, W( TJ. (2) 
Let us briefly recall the way the group on the right side of (2) is defined. If 
[c& E H1( TJ and [a& E H1( T,), then we write [Al& N [CX& if there is a 
K 3 i,j such that gc([&) = gg([c&). This defines an equivalence 
relation on the direct sum C H1( T& and the resulting equivalence classes { > 
are the elements of lim, Hl(T,). The force of (2) is that for every element 
[@JelH E H1(G) there is an i and a bounded function 01: Ti x Ti -+ 9 such that 
PIH - &AH>* 
THEOREM 7.4. In the previous notation, if Ti carries [a& w.r.t. fi , then G 
carries [O], w.r.t. f. 
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Proof. By Lemma 7.1 we have ~~*[a]~ = ([alH> w [@j,, and so the 
result follows from Lemma 7.3. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.5. The set of cohomology classes carried by G is nonempty. 
Proof. We have observed in Section 3 that for any irrational flow on Ti 
there are always cohomology classes carried by that set. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.6. If W = Z or Q, then G carries its 9Scohomology. 
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.4. Q.E.D. 
8. SURFACES OF SECTION 
For this section only we require that 99 be a subring of the reals, and that 
the order on R is that induced by the inclusion W C A. For example, 8 
could be Q or 2. 
A local section .Z C X is a surface of section (w.r.t. f) if it is closed, and if 
for eachpEXwe havep.(O,cO)nZ# m andpa{--oo,O)nZ”+ m. 
The existence of such sets is related to the concept of carrying cohomology 
by the following result. 
THEOREM 8.1. X admits a surface of section if and only if X carries a 
cohomology class in Hr(X; 6%). 
A theorem of Schwartzman [14, p. 2811, reworded to fit the context of this 
work, states that X admits a surface of section if it carries a cohomology 
class of a rather special nature. Thus, to prove the forward implication of 
Theorem 8.1 we must show that if a cohomology class is carried, then one 
of these special classes is carried. Lemmas 8.3-8.5 are for this purpose. 
Lemma 8.2 allows us to assume w.1.o.g. that 9 = R. 
LEMMA 8.2. Jf X carries a cohomology class [aJE E Hr(X, 9?), tha X 
carries a class in H?(X; R). 
Proof. Because 9 C R, any g-valued function can be considered real- 
valued. Moreover, if ct: X x X -+ 9 represents a cocycle in Cr(X, a), 
then it also represents one in Cl(X; R). Finally, as the ordering on B is that 
induced fram R, the inequality fp.l,,tl [a-jc > p remains valid when 
j@.~~,~l [a’Jc and p are considered real numbers rather than elements of $Z. 
Q,E.D. 
We let C(X) denote the set of continuous functions 9: X-+ 9, and R(X) 
will denote those elements of C(X) which can be written ~JIJ = exp(iHj, 
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where H: X + R is continuous. If ‘p E C(X) and y is a closed curve in X, 
we let d, arg v denote the change in the angular variable of 9 along y. It is 
known [14] that (2r)-l d,, arg 9 is an integer, depending only on the coset 
(9) of WWW containing q~, and on the element of el(X; R) (Tech 
theory) determined by y. In fact, the association q~ + (27~)-l d, arg q~ 
determines a functional i(v): B1(X; R) -+ R. 
LEMMA 8.3 [14]. If X is a compact polyhedron, then the map 
i: C(X)/R(X) --+ @(x; R) is a group embedding, and the range spans @(x R). 
We need a similar result for our cohomology theory. 
Choose v E C(X) and p E X. Then there is a neighborhood lJ, C X of p 
on which q~ = exp(ih,*}, for some continuous h, : U, -+ R. For x, y E U, 
we let “(x, y) = h,,(y) - hug(x). 0 ne easily chicks that this definition is 
independent of lJ, and hog, and in fact depends only on (cp), the coset of y 
in C(X)/R(X). Moreover, by defining 01 as we have on a neighborhood of the 
diagonal of X x X, we see that 01 represents a cohomology class j(q> = 
[alH E Hl(X, R). The map j: C(X)/R(X) + Hl(X, RR) is obviously a group 
homomorphism. 
LEMMA 8.4. .i’f X is a compact polyhedron, then the map j: C(X)/R(X) -+ 
HI(X; R) is a group embedding, and the range spans H1(X; R). 
Proof. We continue with the notation preceding the lemma. As X is a 
compact polyhedron, it has only finitely many components, and it suffices to 
handle the case where X is connected. If j(y) = [u]~ = 0, then there is a 
continuous function ,$I: X -+ R such that S/3’ SW 01 (the continuity of 01 
easily implies that of 8’). But now fix any UP C X, and observe that 
/3’ 1 U, - hu = k for some constant k. Letting p = p’ - k, we then have 
,!3: X -+ R co&inuous, S/3 w 01, and /3 / UP - h, = 0. But if U, n U,, # @, 
then h, - hug, E 0 (mod 2z), and so p 1 U, ” huD, E 0 (mod 27r). In fact, 
by a s!mple connectedness argument we find that /3 j U,, - hu9, E 0 
(mod 2?~) for any U,, C X, and, hence, v(p) = exp($(p)) for all p E X. 
But then <q~) = id E C(X)/R(X), and the injectivity of j is shown. 
To see that j(C(X)/R(X)) spans Hl(X; R), notice from Lemma 8.3 that 
k(C(X)/R(X)) contains a basis (i(vle)>;22=1 of @(q R) (the vector space 
fir(z R) is finite-dimensional in the present situation). If C”,, a,j(& = 0 
in Hl(X, R), then arguing as in the previous paragraph we conclude that 
cb, a&q% = exp{@) for some continuous 8: X -+ R. But then we have 
CL,, a,i<qo,J = 0 in @(X, R), and so a, = *.a = a, = 0. As H1(X; R) M 
Hr(X, R), this second vector space must have dimension m, and as we have 
found a set of m linearly independent nonzero vectors, we must be dealing 
with a basis. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 8.5. If X carries a cohonwlogy class [alH E EF(X; R), then X 
admits a surface of section. 
Proof. We need the result that X may be considered as the intersection 
of a family of compact Hausdorff spaces PA , directed downward by inclusion, 
where each P,, has the homotopy type of a compact polyhedron [18, Lemma 7, 
p. 3191. Then Hl(X; R) = lim_, H1(PA ; R), and any cocycle representative 
01: X x X -+ R may be considered the restriction of a cocycle representative 
~2: PA x P, -+ R for some A. But then by Lemma 8.4 we have 
where each a, E R and each [c$]~ is in the range of j: C(P,)/R(P,) -+ 
H1(PA ; R)* and by restricting the a$ to X x X, we conclude that 
uthere each [CY& is in the image of j: C(X)/R(X) -+ Hl(X, R). 
Now assume that a cohomology class [01]~ is carried, i.e., assume that there 
are positive real p, T such that for all p E X and t > T we have 
If the a, are not all rational, then use Proposition 3.5 to choose E > 0 so small 
that for all p E X and all t E [0, T] we have EZ~=, j Jp.[o,t~ [CL& 1 < p/2; 
then choose rational ri E [ai, ai + E), i = l,..., k. For nT < t < (n + 1)T 
we then have 
and we conclude that &, ri[ailc is carried. 
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Now choose any integer M > 0 such that Mr, is an integer for i = l,..., k, 
and observe that Cf-, Mri[c& is carried. But this cocycle is clearly of the 
form j(v) for some continuous v: X -+ 9, and the fact that j(p) is carried 
must imply that 
liz$f (2~t)-~ ds.[o,t~ arg cp > 0, 
for all p E X. This is the condition given by Schwartzman to guarantee the 
existence of a surface of section. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. If X carries a cohomology class in H1(X; %?), 
then by Lemmas 8.2 and 8.5 X admits a surface of section. The converse is 
an easy modification of the argument showing that a periodic orbit carries 
a cohomology class. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.6. A $nite-dimensional compact invariant set I which 
contains a dense almost periodic orbit admits a szcrface of section. 
Proof. In Section 7 we found that such a set carries a cohomology class. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.7. Let W and S?’ be any two s&rings of R, with Archimedean 
orders inherited J;om R. Then X carries a cohomology class in H1(X; W) ;f 
any only ;f X carries a class in H1(X; &!I). 
9. EXAMPLES 
(a) In the case of smooth flows, the following result is due to Conley [8]. 
THEOREM. Let B be a block which carries a cohomology class [cz]~, and 
assume there is a continuum cl(K) which abuts on sme closed subset a’ of a+. 
Then [mix 6 ker i*: HI(B) -+ Hl(a+), where i: a+ -+ B is the inclusion map. 
In fact, if a” is any closed and open (rel a-) subset of a- such that cl(~(K)) n ‘a- = 
cl(~(K)) A a” # .@, th2en [IX]~ $ ker i*: HI(B) -+ Hl(a”), where i: a” -+ B 
is the inclusion map. 
Proof. The condition cl(+K)) n a- = cl(?~(K)) n a” # o easily implies 
that to each closed neighborhood (rel b-) I’C b- of a” such that 
V n (a- - a”) = JZ there corresponds a neighborhood (rel b+) WC b+ of 
a’ such that n(K n IV) C V. Now apply Corollary 6.3. Q.E.D. 
The condition that bf - a+ # ,@, guaranteed by the existence of the 
abutting continuum, is essential. In Fig. 9.1 we have an isolated periodic 
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FIG. 9.1 
orbit for which a- = a. The entire flow consists of two orbits and a rest 
point, and B consists of the entire space less a small neighborhood of the 
rest point. 
A simple application of the theorem is that a- cannot consist of a finite set 
of points. In particular, S = S(B) cannot be the a-limit set of exactly one 
orbit other than those it contains. Further applications are found in examples 
@I, Cc), (h), ad (9. 
(b) Sacker [13] has termed a closed invariant set s+zaximaE if it is a 
maximal connected invariant set within some open neighborhood of itself. 
To relate such sets with isoIated invariant sets, we need the following 
standard result from elementary topology. 
LEMMA. If C is a component of a compact metric space M, and ;f UC M 
is any open set containing C, then there is an open na’ghborhood V C U of C 
such that 8Vn M = a. 
PROPOSITION. An invariant set is maximal if and only if it is a component 
of an isolated &variant set. Further, any neighborhood of a maximal set contains 
such an isolated invariant set. 
Proof. Assume I is maximal, that U is any neighborhood of I in which I 
is a maximal connected invariant set, and that WC U is a closed neighborhood 
of I. If I’ is the maximal invariant set in IV, then I must be a component of I’, 
and by the lemma there is an open set V C W such that aV r\ I’ = m. 
It follows easily that the maximal invariant set of V is ‘isolated, and I is 
obviously a component of that set. 
Conversely, if I is a component of an isolated invariant set S, then by 
Theorem 5.1 we can choose a block B isolating S, and 1 will be a maximal 
closed connected invariant set in int(B). Q.E.D. 
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Our task now is to extend the theorem of (a) to cover maximal invariant 
sets. We let I be such a set, with 5’ an isolated invariant set of which 1 is a 
component, and B a block isolating S. We set ar+ = {p E a+ : &,(p) CI}, 
and a,- = {p E a- : 0&p) C I}. 
THEOREM. Suppose that B carries a cohomology class [glH, and that in 
every neighborhood (rel b+) of a, + there is a continuum abutting on a+. Then 
[oI]~ q! ker i *: H1(B) --j I!P(a{-), where i: a,- -+ B is the inclusion map. 
Proof. Choose any open U, C B containing I. By the lemma there is an 
open neighborhood Vi C V, of I such that aV, n S = a. It follows that 
S, = S h V is an isolated invariant set, and by Theorem 5.1 there is a 
block Bl C cl(V) which isolates S, . Now choose a neighborhood Us C B, 
of I and repeat the argument just given with Vz replacing V, , etc. We obtain 
a sequence of blocks B 3 B, r) B, 3 B3 1 .-a such that fi Bi = I and 
S,=S(B,)=SnB,, i.e., S n B, is the isolated invariant set which B, 
isolates. If we let a,*, b,+ be the a*, b+ of B, , then the hypotheses of the 
theorem imply that there is a continuum abutting on a,+, for the continua 
abutting on a+ which lie near ar+ can be pushed along orbits until they lie 
in b,+. By the theorem of (a) we have [ollH $ ker i*: H1(B) -+ W(a,-), where 
i: a,- -+ B is the inclusion map. 
Now observe that if p E a,-, then p . [0, co) n a- # ,G ; otherwise 
O(p) C S, and, hence, i?B, n S # %, contradicting the fact that S(B,) = 
SnB,. Define y: a,- -+ a- by r(p) = p . o-(p), where U- is the map 
introduced immediately before Proposition 5.6. Then y is continuous and 
one-one, and, hence, a homeomorphism between ars- and a,- = r(alz-) C a-. 
Further, y is homotopic to the identity map on a,-; simply let 7$(p) = 
p - u-(p)t, t E [O, 11. Thus, [oI]~ $ ker i*: HI(B) --+ H?(a,-), where i: a,- -+ B 
is the inclusion map. As n a,- = a,-, our theorem now follows from the 
continuity of our cohomology theory. Q.E.D. 
See [13] for additional results on maximal invariant sets. 
(c) Let Ii Cl, be invariant sets. I1 is a center of attraction for I, if for 
any open set V containing 1; and any p E I2 we have 
where xv is the characteristic function of V. 
THEOREM. Let I1 C I, be invariant, with 1; a center of attraction for I, , 
and suppose I, C int(N) for some closed N C X. Further, suppose 01: N x N + W 
represents a cocycle, and that I1 carries [ale . Then I2 carries [ale . 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 there is an open set WC int(N) containing I; 
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which carries [c$ . Thus, there is a p E L%+ and a T > 0 su& that 
Jp.Io,tl [& > p, whenever p E W, t > T, and p . [0, t] C IV. 
Choose a neighborhood I’ of I1 such that p * [O, t] C W for all p E V, and 
for p E& set m,(t) = (l/t) $, xV(p . s) ds. Next, using Proposition 3.5, 
choose K E 9Z+ such that 121.[0,tj [a& > -2K[tn for all p E 1, and all t > 0. 
Then for such p and t we have fp~o,t~ [mlc > %p - 2Kn,, where 
n, = b&M d an n2 - 1 = [(l - mg(t))t]i. Because (&a) -+ co as t -+ q 
we see that by taking t sufficiently large we can make jD.to,t~ [E]~ larger than 
any preassigned 6 > 0. Now apply Proposition 3.6. Q.E.D. 
As a simple application, suppose a flow on an n-manifold admits a torus 
T+l = SI x 9 x 1-s x 9 (z - 1 times) with an irrational flow as an 
invariant set and that Tn-l is contained in a block B such that the inclusion 
induced map Hi(B) -+ Hl(T”-l) is onto. If T”-l is a center of attraction 
for S = S(B), then in combination with Proposition 3.4 our theorem 
guarantees that S carries the cohomology of TnL1. By Theorem 4.2 some 
neighborhood of S carries this cohomology, and by Theorem 5.1 we may 
choose a block B, isolating S which lies in this neighborhood. It follows from 
the theorem of (a) that Hl(a,-) has at least n - 1 generators, where a,- is the 
Q- of B, . But Hl(a,-) M Hl(a-) [5, Theorem 4.71, and so W(K) must have 
at least n - 1 generators. If this is not the case, then Tffl-1 is not a center of 
attraction for S. 
(d) An invariant set S is positively asymptotica& stable if there is a 
neighborhood W of S such that 0,(p) C S for all p E W and if for each 
neighborhood U of S there is a neighborhood V C int( U) of S such that 
V - [0, co) C int(U). S UC h a set is always isolated. Further, if S = S(B) for 
some block B, then there is an injection K*: HI(S) 3 HI(B) [5, Theorem 6.41. 
From Proposition 3.1 we conclude that if HI(B) = 0, then S cannot carry 
cohomology. In fact, from the previous example we conclude that no center 
of attraction of S can carry a cocycle representative a: S x S + W. 
(e) Let S be invariant, and let 0 be an orbit such that 8, v 0, C S 
but 0 Q‘ S. Then 0 is a homoclinic orbit of S, and any p E 0 is a homoclinic 
point of S. We are interested in the case where S is isolated, 3 is a block 
isolating S, and B carries some cohomology class [E]~ . 
If p E a+ is a homoclinic point of S, then there i.s a L, < 0 such that 
p . t, E a-. By following orbits through negative time, we can define a 
homeomorphism h from some open (rel b+) neighborhood U of p to some 
open (rel b-) neighborhood W of p . t, . We let a” denote that component of 
a- which contains p . t, , and make the following assumptions: 
(a) there is a neighborhood (rel 6-j V of a” such that 
0 = [alH E HI(V - h(a+ f3 U)); 
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(b) there is a continuum cl(K) C h-l(a” n IV) which abuts on p; 
(c) 011 K x K represents a coboundary; and 
(d) r(K) C V. 
THEOREM. Under the foregoing conditions, any neighborhood of p intersects 
infinitely many homoclinic orbits of S. 
See [16] in connection with this result. 
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 6.4, since any point of 
n(K) n h(a+ n U) is a homoclinic point of S. Q.E.D. 
(f) Closely allied to homoclinic orbits are the heteroclinic ones. If S, 
and Sa are disjoint invariant sets and 0 C X is an orbit, then 0 is heteroclinic 
from S, to Sa if 0, C S, and 9, C S, . Any point of 0 is a heteroclinic point 
from S, to Sa . Of course, we are interested in the case where S, = S,(B,), 
Sa = S,(B,), BI and B, being blocks, BI n B, = O. We assume that BI 
carries a cohomology class [01]~. 
If p E a,- is heteroclinic from S, to S, , then there is a t, > 0 such that 
p * t, E a2+. As in (e), there is a homeomorphism h from an open neighborhood 
(rel b,-) U of p and an open neighborhood (rel b,+) W of p * t, . We let a’ 
be that component of a,- containing p, and assume that there is a neighbor- 
hood V(re1 bI-) of a’ such that 0 = [alH E H1( Y - h-l(a,+ n W)). 
Suppose Ss = S,(B,) is a third isolated invariant set, with B8 a block 
disjoint from B, which isolates Ss , and that q E a,+ is a heteroclinic point 
from S’s to S, . Again we have a homeomorphism, but now between subsets 
of b,- and b,+ with domain 2 C b,-. If the image of us- n 2 under this map 
contains a continuum cl(K) which abuts on q, if 01 J K x K represents 
a coboundary, and if n(K) C V, then by Corollary 6.4 each neighborhood 
of q intersects infinitely many heteroclinic orbits from Ss to Sa , since any 
element of T(K) n h-l(a,+ n IV) is a heteroclinic point from Ss to S, . 
Notice that no assumptions with regard to carrying cohomology were made 
on B, or B3 . 
(g) Take B, = B, in (f), and we find that there are infinitely many 
orbits homoclinic to B, passing through any neighborhood of q. 
Recall the diagram of a block B, introduced in Section 5. 
em- - Hq-l(b-) ---a. Ha(B, b-) % Hg(B) - Hq(b-) - .a. 
1 
i* PJ 
1 it* 1 
&* 1 
. . . -+ HP-~(~-) - HQ(A, a-) -% HP(S) L Hqa-) --+ ... 
Here i, j, , j, , hi , and K, are inclusion maps. Notice that the diagram is 
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written in terms of our special cohomology theory rather than the ‘Tech 
theory; we are making use of the fact that the two theories are identical in 
our context. If ZJ is sufliciently “nice,” for example locally arcwise connected 
with b+ - a+ # ,B, then the theorem of (a) guarantees that the map 
I* ojl*: Hr(B) -+ I-P(K) is nontrivial provided B carries some cohomology 
class. 
(h) Suppose S w S1 is an isolated invariant set in R3 and that B is a 
solid torus isolating S, with S a strong deformation retract of B. Then by 
the 5-lemma all the vertical maps in the diagram of B are isomorphisms, 
and in particular H]-(C) w HI@-). If S is periodic, we conclude from the 
previous remarks that Hi(a) + 0. Easy application: if b- is a disc, then S 
cannot be a periodic orbit. 
(i) For the block sketched in Fig. 9.2 we see that a- is a strong 
deformation retract of b-, so that again all the vertical maps in the diagram 
of B are isomorphisms. We conclude that H*(S) w H*(Sl). However, S 
cannot be a periodic orbit, for the map E* 0 j,*: m(B) -+ W(u-> would 
then be an injection, and this is clearly not the case. 
FIG. 9.2 
It is interesting to note that by altering a- in the figure, but leaving b* 
and b- alone, we can construct a flow in which the block does isolate a 
periodic orbit, but this orbit will bound a disc contained within the 
block. 
(j) From perusing our examples, the reader may be tempted to 
conclude that any invariant set which carries a cohomology class must 
contain either a periodic or an almost periodic orbit. However, Poincare 
has constructed an exampIe of a flow on T2 = S1 x S” for which the circle 
B x {l] is a surface of section, and which admits a praper closed invariant 
set I with no such orbits. From Theorem 8.1 we conclude that I carries a 
cohomology class. The example is described in [lo, Sections 7.12 and 8.141. 
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Note added in proof. The proof of Lemma 8.5 can also be completed by using 
Theorem 1 of F. B. FULLER, On the surface of section and periodic trajectories, 
Amer. J. Math. 87 (1965), 473-480. 
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